Abstract—One of the most deadly dangerous disease is cancer which is among human beings. Skin cancer is of different types that is found recently among humans. Melanoma is one such type of skin cancer which causes majority of death rate. Biopsy method leads to conventional clinical diagnosis for detection of melanoma. The study in this paper presents different benchmarking techniques for melanoma prediction and evaluation. The main challenge is detection of malignant melanoma, which is found to have asymmetrical, irregular borders, notched edges and colour variations. The various stages of skin cancer prediction were analyzed in this paper. A detailed study on various techniques of medical image processing as applied to melanoma images for past years which need the more attention which is discussed here. The techniques and methods that exist are helpful in each of these process are evaluated and summarized. The paper aims at presenting an analysis on to identify on investigation efforts required to group and classify the sub categories available in the literature and to provide a summary of all the available methods for identification of melanoma cancer.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Though there are many soft portions in the body, skin is considered to body sensitive one. It consists of several layers with distinct features with white light passing onto the inner layers with some being absorbed, scattered and remitted back. There are hard and soft layers which should be noted which have potential impact. The protective layer (stratum corneum) contains keratin impregnated cells which varies significantly by means of thickness. The epidermis layer composes of connective tissues. Melanin cell is a strong pigment in it that absorbs ultra violet (UV) radiation which requires careful attention in protecting the deeper layers from such exposure as it does not absorb the light. The dermis has collagen fibers, blood vessels and nerve ends. Figure 1 presents the basic structure of skin presenting the internal parts. Figure 2 and Figure 3 is our concern which shows the presence of benign and malignant melanoma images respectively.

There are various stages of cancer as presented in Figure 4. Figure 2 & Figure 3 shows pigmented lesions on the skin that appear as patches of darker color which possibly would be a symptom of melanoma.

If it is of benign type, melanin deposits are found in the epidermis level and for the malignant type, melanocytes reproduces the melanin at abnormal rate. Malignant
melanoma is highly pigmented skin which has been penetrated into the dermis with skin colour changes with thick collagen fibers in the papillary dermis resulting in increased blood supply. The color in the dermis shows the deposits of melanoma. Melanoma type of skin cancer starts from melanocytes with some noted risk factors like exposure to sunlight, presence of unusual moles, genetic predisposition and various others factors analyzed using classifiers [15]. Melanoma is leading cause of morality (75%). The timeline is presented in Figure 5, which shows survival rate of melanoma for past 10 years. Cancer detection at early stage as shown Figure 4 would reveal a simple excision for early recovery. The cancer prediction is usually done using biopsy method as presented in Figure 6, with skin lesions being extracted or removed and tested over a period of time.

II. BASICS OF MELANOMA PREDICTION

The paper in this section discusses on various types of melanoma like those of Basal Cell Carcinoma (BCC) and other types. Among several types, melanoma is the most unpredictable and leave great challenge for human study [10]. Nearly 40% of melanomas arise from a preexisting mole. Melanoma appears suddenly as a new mole or it can even develop slowly on mole that exists earlier. Hence forth identifying them through a standardized process is challenging and it varies across men and women. The areas where melanoma occurs are between the shoulders, hips, head, toenails, palm areas and neck areas. Figure 7 presents different types of melanoma. Figure 8 presents a broad view of skin cancer prediction process. The way of prediction is detailed below in several subsections here.
9. Figure 10 presents the detection of existing melanoma with ABCD rule used by several researchers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asymmetry</td>
<td>One half of the surface does not match the other half.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Border Irregularity</td>
<td>The edges are rough, notched, blurred.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color</td>
<td>Pigmentation is not uniform.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter</td>
<td>Greater than 6 mm and growing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evolving</td>
<td>Evolving lesions over time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form</td>
<td>Lesion is firm to touch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growing</td>
<td>Growing rapidly in short time (a few months or weeks)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig 9: ABCD Rules**

The asymmetry is one another feature for diagnosing a melanocytic lesion which needs experienced clinician for evaluation based on rule presented in Fig 9. The asymmetry evaluation of lesion dominates with reference to contour, colors and structures distribution. Additionally, three possible labels for these parameters are 0,1 and 2. These parameters mean as fully symmetric or otherwise with respect to one or several axis.

**Fig 10: Detection of melanoma using ABCDE Rule**

The color difference were normally chosen for analysis during the diagnosis of a melanocytic lesions. The colors include light & brown, white, blue, dark brown, grey and black. Each of the images that exist in the database were evaluated to identify the colour classes. The location of each color class in an image was recorded as a binary mask [7].

The connections between the pigments resembles grid like network which has pigmented lines and hypo pigmented holes which are more crucial in the distinction between melanocytic and non melanocytic lesions. The pigment connections structures were visually evaluated carefully from the dataset and are classified as typical or non-typical.

**III. Literature Review**

Several approaches exist to identifying melanoma like Blue White Structure (BWS). One another framework is achieved using the goal using Multiple Instance Learning (MIL). Here there is a indication of presence of specific feature. The process involves representing each picture (sample image) as a bag of non-overlapping regions [8]. The output prediction is done by classifying the labels for each of the image. The experiments performed using the datasets is found to produce results outperforming similar other techniques. Similarly several other research investigations aimed at identifying the improvement on the model with image analysis using local features [1].

Most automatic melanoma recognition systems use lesion segmentation as a basic step [13, 14]. The study has used supervised detection approach based on the discriminative regional feature integration (DRFI) to detect the lesions, This integration procedure incorporates regional contrast, property, multilevel segmentation, background descriptors and random forest regressor. The study presented by the authors presented improved saliency detection method with additional features to regional property descriptors achieved using thresholding algorithm [2].

Computer aided systems are predominant for the detection of melanoma which is well known to researchers working in this area as far as research perspective is concerned. The findings from the study made concluded that the borders exhibit differential structures [9]. Finer attempts, aims in validating the findings by performing segmentation process. The subsequent process leads to extraction of the peripheral region subject to feature extraction and classification [3]. The imaging system for early detection focus on smart phone captured images. The process involves images exposed to various flow with stringent computation and memory constraints. The results with combined lightweight method based on hierarchical segmentation were promising as compared to other existing systems [4]. Non-invasive systems estimates the depth of skin lesions for diagnosis with 3-D skin lesions. The reconstruction mechanism also estimates the depth obtained from regular dermoscopic images along with 2-D shape feature extraction. These features are more critical to achieve accurate results as expected [5].

Melonama workflow involves non invasive real time analysis for improved detection followed by prevention mechanism. The stages are decribed clearly in section 2 which indicates the complexity of the proposed work. In addition the work reported here focus on some other additional parameters like lesion segmentation, prevention of skin burns, hair detection, hair exclusion, feature extraction and classification. The authors have implemented a two stage SVM classifier for easy identification and comparison of benign and malignant infections which provide accurate results [6].

**IV. MELONAMA DETECTION PROCESS & RESULTS**

The proposed method includes several steps and is eloborated in this section. The context is presented in Figure 10 and the overall block diagram in Figure 11.
4.1 Image acquisition
The medical imaging process are very minute process used to examine lesions with dermoscopy images by means of Epiluminescence light microscopy (ELM). The procedure involves oil immersion between the skin and optics. Then the microscopic lens is placed directly in such a way as it illuminates the skin surface. The lighting exposure also magnifies the skin in order to reveal the most pigmented cell structures shades. During this image acquisition procedure, structures which weren’t also be visible to naked eye. It also identifies and allows direct viewing and analysis of dermis.

4.2 Image preprocessing
The images extracted normally have impulse noise due transmission errors. This occurs due to factors like malfunctioning of pixel elements in camera sensors, timing errors during digital conversion and several others. Noise arises in sensors or imaging process. To reduce the noise and to improve the quality, filtering is used to suppress the noise.

4.3 Image segmentation
Segmenting image and portioning it into digital images from multiple regions is substantially important process. Here the regions are extracted by marked boundaries or regions known as Region of interest. The marked regions are measured for similarity or using the discontinuity principle. The aim is extraction of regions with significant properties having differences in colour, intensity, texture and other features to improve the quality.

4.4. Segmentation based on Edge detection
Segmentation process is preferably done using edge detection. It provides an outline of objects for efficient detection and proper identification. For the process to be more effective, grey scale discontinues depending on the edges with respect to the depth, surface orientation and lighting parameters. The edges are nothing but connected pixels lying between boundary regions varying significantly by means of grey values.

4.5 Segmentation based on Thresholding
Thresholding produces uniform regions based on pixels values. The segmentation technique mainly deals on lighter and dark background objects. The threshold criterion is the measure of image pixels divided into separate regions and objects from background. The determination of intensity values is done by splitting the desire classes with grouping of appropriate pixels. Such broadly classified pixels have intensity much greater as compared with threshold into one class and those with others.

4.6 Region based segmentation
The disadvantage of the thresholding is that it still produces isolated regions. So it necessary to process the segmented image to produce coherent region. The region based segmentation is the principle of similarity. Such similarity rate is coherent if the pixels of that region are homogenous with respect to some characteristics such as colour, intensity, texture or other statistical properties [12]. The idea is to pickup pixels inside the region of interest as a starting point (seed point) and comparison with neighbours. Based on the strong adherence with respect to similarity values the merging process is done. This process is iterated till the regions converge to an extent that no further merging is possible. The overall final result leads to segmentation of the region of interest.

4.7 Feature Extraction
Here the features are meant for selection and extraction of the right features among those from a large dataset. From these larger groups, finer set of features with reduced dimensions are selected. Then the transformation process in the input data using set of features is done. The feature selection influences the classifier performance with various features extracted including contrast, correlation, energy and entropy.

4.8 Classification
The process of classification is predominantly important by identifying appropriate labels or pattern class. The classification process works with prior knowledge of the object or stored pattern. Here the trial and error process recognizes the object precisely which is used for melanoma identification. To develop a decision making system, physicians were involved for early detection of skin cancer which could simplify the process of surgery. The shape, color, texture obtained from dermoscopic images using skin lesion segmentation technique. The classification based on
the benign and malignant melanoma and irregular boundaries of skin lesions from dermoscopic images.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a detailed study on various techniques for identification malignant melanoma. Several schemes, features and approaches were outlined and work related for the proposed approach is investigated. Also an method was outlined based on the illustrations presented in earlier works. The work identified presents a study on to improve, aims at presenting an improved system with decision support system for malignant melanoma fication with combination of several features for efficient classification and identification.
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